ABSTRACT Measurement and characterization of acoustic noise in water pipeline systems across the 10 Hz to 100 kHz acoustic frequency band are reported in this paper. The motivation for the noise characterization is to support the development of acoustic signal processing and communication systems for water pipeline systems. Measurements are reported from an urban water supply system in the city of Christchurch, New Zealand, using hydrophones inserted into the pipelines. These measurements are some of the first that have been reported for an operational water supply system. In addition, for comparison to a controlled baseline reference, measurements have also been performed in a 160 m pipeline laboratory testbed at The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. A key finding is that the noise amplitude probability density function (PDF) is found to follow a heavy-tailed distribution and the α-stable distribution is proposed for its characterization. The resultant acoustic noise measurements have also been analyzed to determine their power spectral density (PSD) characteristics. The measured noise PSD is not flat and characteristic frequencies and power density levels are utilized to capture the features of the noise PSD. These findings could have a significant impact on the design of signal processing systems for water pipeline systems due to their deviation from the conventional added white Gaussian noise model. In addition, three different acoustic noise sources with individual power and distribution characteristics are also postulated. These postulated sources are used to propose a straightforward acoustic noise model for supporting the simulation of acoustic noise for signal processing system design in water pipelines.
In previous research on acoustic noise, experimental results in various applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have been reported. The investigation of underwater acoustic noise PSD can be traced back to the 1950s [13] from which the Wenz's curves and ''rule of fives'' were developed for ocean noise with natural and anthropogenic sources [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Noise amplitude distributions have also been analyzed to determine suitable probabilistic models. Early work demonstrated that Gaussian distributions are not valid for ocean noise [4] [5] [6] [7] . The non-Gaussian nature can result from impulsive sources such as ice cracking, snapping shrimp and human activities near the ocean surface [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . To model ocean noise, a family of distributions referred to as symmetric α-stable distributions have been found to be a good fit [12] , particularly for the heavy-tail characteristics. The characteristics of stationarity and correlation have also been investigated. Stationarity was found to fluctuate under different scenarios (within 3-22 minutes) [4] [5] [6] . Temporal and spatial correlation was found to be source and environment related [19] , [20] .
Compared to ocean acoustic noise there is only limited research literature on acoustic noise in water pipeline systems [21] . However a significant need is beginning to develop for such acoustic noise characterization. This need is motivated by the requirement for detection of leakages and blockages in urban water supply systems. Globally, water leakage from pipelines in urban water supply systems are estimated to result in 20-30% water loss [22] . Therefore significant effort has been devoted to developing water leak detection and pipeline assessment in urban water supply systems using passive and active acoustic signal processing based techniques [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . One promising approach to detecting leaks and blockages is to send acoustic waves into the water pipeline and measure the resulting reflections to deduce the location and size of the leaks and blockages [23] , [24] , [32] . The use of acoustic signals within the water pipeline can also be harnessed for other applications such as communication for supporting pipeline sensor networks and sonar for use in robotic pipeline inspection. A critical aspect to developing these signal processing and communication techniques is knowledge of the water pipeline acoustic noise characteristics such as its PSD and amplitude distribution and this forms the motivation for our research.
With this motivation we report the measurement and characterization of acoustic noise in water pipelines from 10 Hz-100 kHz. Acoustic noise measurement experiments have been carried out in the urban water supply system of the city of Christchurch, New Zealand and in an indoor pipeline testbed (160 m in length) at the Water Resource Research Laboratory, the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong, with hydrophones inserted into the pipelines under test. The indoor testbed provides controllable experimental configurations including steady flow allowing comparisons with Kolmogorov's third hypothesis [21] , [33] , which predicts spectral properties of water pipeline noise with water flow at low frequencies. For the urban water supply system the configuration is less controllable, but they reveal actual noise characteristics of an operational system and include the effects of transient flow. We find the noise PSD is not flat and characteristic frequencies and power density levels are used to capture features of the noise PSD. The noise amplitude PDF is found to follow a heavy tailed distribution and the α-stable distribution is proposed for its characterization. These findings could have a significant impact on the design of signal processing systems for water pipeline systems due to their deviation from a conventional added white Gaussian noise model (AWGN). In addition, three different noise sources are also postulated from the noise data with individual power and distribution characteristics. This noise characterization is used to propose a noise model for supporting the simulation of signal processing systems in water pipelines
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II describes the experimental configuration of the indoor pipeline testbed and the urban water supply system. Section III reports results and analysis in terms of the measured noise PSD. The corresponding noise amplitude distributions are presented in section IV. In section V a potential model for the water acoustic pipeline noise is proposed. Finally in section VI conclusions are provided.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS
In this section, the experimental configuration of both the indoor pipeline testbed and the urban water supply system are described. The noise measurement system used in the experiments consists of an omni-directional noise measurement hydrophone (type Teledyne RESON TC4032-1) and a data acquisition device (DAQ) (type National Instruments USB 6356). The hydrophone provides a flat receive voltage sensitivity (RVS) level (-164 dB rel 1 V/µPa) from 5 Hz to 120 kHz and covers the 10 Hz to 100 kHz band of our interest. The noise floor (in terms of PSD) of the hydrophone is close to the Wenz lower limit [14] for ocean noise measurements up to 100 kHz. The DAQ provides an analog to digital converter (ADC) resolution of 16 bits and its sampling frequency was set as 500 kSamples/s during all experiments. In this work the acoustic noise measurement samples are denoted as x(n) where n denotes the particular sample number. Because we are considering random acoustic noise we can think of x(n) as samples of a random variable X from a stochastic process {X (t)}.
Thorough tests were also carried out to verify the noise floor of the DAQ, when the ADC full scale value was set to 1 V, and it is generally less than the noise floor of the transducer. The overall noise floor level of our system decreases with frequency and its minimum was found to be 22 dB re 1 µPa/
√
Hz from 10 kHz and higher. At low frequencies the maximum noise floor is 55 dB re 1 µPa/ √ Hz at 10 Hz.
A. INDOOR MEASUREMENT IN LABORATORY PIPELINE TESTBED
The indoor pipeline testbed is located in the Water Resource Research Laboratory at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong and details are provided in Fig. 1 . The indoor pipeline testbed is composed of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) material and it is completely isolated from other water systems. The outer diameter and the thickness of the pipeline are 90 mm and 5.4 mm, respectively, and its total length is around 160 m. In addition to the pipeline loops, the testbed also consists of a 2 m×0.8 m×1 m water tank, a Kikawa KRS16-3 electric water pump, a leak branch and several gate valves, as shown in Fig. 1 . Water in the tank can be pumped into the pipeline and circulates back to the tank. When the inlet and outlet of the pipeline are balanced, a constant flow is generated and the flow rate depends on the motor speed of the pump. The noise measurement hydrophone was vertically installed close to the outlet and its piezoelectric sensor was completely submerged into the pipeline as shown in Fig. 1 (c) . The pump is connected to a frequency inverter which provides electronic control of the speed of the induction motor and hence, the flow rate Q of the pipeline. Motor speed is controlled by the modulation frequency f m which is produced by the frequency inverter. Using the pump the pipeline flow rates were set to 0, 1, 1.5 and 2.2 l/s to observe the impact of flow rate on noise characteristics. For 0 l/s the pump was turned off so that the pipeline was in a static configuration. The flow rates are measured by an ultrasonic flow meter (type Siemens Sitrans F) attached to the outer pipe wall. Given these flow rates, it is possible to confirm the generated flow in the laboratory measurement is turbulent flow using Reynolds number (R e )
where, v is the flow velocity in m/s, Q is the flow rate as measured by the flow meter in m 3 /s, D is pipeline diameter in m, A is the inner cross sectional area of the pipeline (m 2 ) and ν is the kinematic viscosity of water (1.05 × 10 −6 m 2 /s). Substituting the corresponding parameters into (1) , R e in the laboratory measurement lies between 15000 to 35000 and is larger than the turbulence threshold (2000) [34] , [35] . Environmental noise was also accounted for in the laboratory measurements. In general, three environmental noise levels were considered as follows. Level I: averaged noise PSD level in air (from 20 Hz-20 kHz) is less than 50 dB(A), which corresponds to our laboratory environment at night when no people or hydraulic experiment is in the laboratory, and only basic facilities such as air conditioner, light and power is on. Level II: averaged noise PSD level is between 50 and 65 dB(A), which corresponds to our laboratory environment during ordinary working day time when frequent human and experimental activities are occurring inside the laboratory and/or at adjacent rooms/floors/corridors. Level III: averaged noise PSD level is larger than 65 dB(A), which corresponds to our laboratory environment under construction when sawing, hammering, and knocking were carried out beside but not directly on the pipeline.
Combining different flow rates and environmental noise levels, 6 measurements (denoted as M1-M6) were taken in the laboratory pipeline testbed, whose detailed configurations can be found in Table. 1. In each of the laboratory experiments, samples were collected for more than one hour, for which the environmental conditions were stationary. In total at least 1.8 × 10 9 samples (the sampling rate was 500 kSamples/s) were collected for each experiment during the specified day or night.
B. FIELD MEASUREMENT IN URBAN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
The test locations for the urban water supply system are located within the suburb of Ilam, Christchurch, New Zealand as shown in Fig. 2 . The city has a population of 400,000 and the network is complex for its size, supplied from 53 individual artesian wells and 100 pumps in continual operation. The pipelines in the test locations are constructed from asbestos concrete and the diameter is 100 mm. Four fire hydrants were selected as access points to the pipeline network for noise measurements, as marked in Fig. 2 . Each hydrant is directly set on the main water pipeline and is between 0.2-0.5 m below the ground surface. Water flows in a general North-South direction through the area. In the experiments, a customized vertical side pipe (∼500 mm in length) was inserted into the hydrant pit and screwed onto the hydrant access. After opening the hydrant control valve on the ground and the bleeding valves on the side pipe, the water from the pipelines flushed the air out of the side pipe and submerged the hydrophone sensor. The flushing valves were then kept closed during the noise measurement.
Hydrant 1 was located on Engineering Road to the west of the civil engineering building of the University of Canterbury. Measurements at hydrant 1 were carried out during both day and night (denoted as M7 and M11 and listed in Table. 1) of a working day. During the day time, the road traffic was approximately 15-30 vehicles per hour, whilst at night it was less than 5 vehicles per hour. Hydrant 1 is also close to the air-vent of the civil engineering laboratory as well as a coal fired heating facility which ran day and night. Hydrant 2 is located beside the Okeover stream between the civil engineering building and the Ernest Rutherford building. Both day and night time noise was measured and they are denoted as M8 and M12, respectively. Little traffic appeared during both M8 and M12, however, there was intermittent maintenance work (grass cutting and construction in the Ernest Rutherford building) being carried out at distances of more than 50 m from the measurement station during M8. Hydrant 3 was located between the Forestry Building and the psychology department building. It had the quietest environment among all campus measurements. Hydrant 4 was next to a car park on the other end of the Engineering road and had similar traffic flow as hydrant 1 but with little influence from the heating and ventilation systems. Only day time measurements were carried out for hydrant 3 and 4, and are denoted as M9 and M10, respectively. The configurations of the campus noise measurement are summarized in Table. 1 VOLUME 7, 2019 Unlike the laboratory measurements, flow meters were not always available for measuring the flow rate on site. There were eight flow meters in the vicinity. One meter was close to hydrant 1 and it recorded 6 l/s flow rate during M7 and M11. No direct flow rate data is available for the other measurements but the flow rate was expected to be lower than 6 l/s according to the urban water supply system layout and the readings from all flow meters. The flow in the urban water supply system is empirically regarded as turbulent flow. Similar to laboratory measurements, acoustic noise data were collected for more than 1 hour for each measurement during the specified day or night.
III. POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ANALYSIS
The results for the acoustic noise PSD of M1-M12 are reported in this section. The acoustic noise PSD is written as S(f ) and is estimated from the samples x(n). To estimate the PSD, we use Welch's method [36] with a Blackman-Harris window of length 1 s (500 kSamples) and consecutive windows have 0.2 s (100 kSamples) overlap between them. The Blackman-Harris window is applied to avoid spectral leakage resulting from the high dynamic range (over 100 dB) that some experiments exhibit. For M1-M12, 1 hour segments of the noise measurements were used to obtain the PSD. The PSD are therefore the average of 4500 windowed periodograms (because each 1 s time window overlaps the next time window by 0.2 s).
The results for the PSD of experiments M1-12 are provided in Fig. 3 . These PSD were obtained by paramaterizing the measured PSD results with key frequency breakpoints and best fitting straight lines between them. The detailed PSD results and the parameterization method are provided in the appendix.
Key trends in the PSD should be noted. For M1-3 in Fig. 3 (a) all three results have a peak like structure and the highest noise PSD in all examples occurs at approximately 100 Hz. The peak of the noise level is directly related to the noise levels I-III respectively. The three PSD also have two distinct regions at frequencies higher than their peak PSD. A negative sloping region and then a flat region at high frequencies. The breakpoint between the two regions depends on the noise conditions and for M1-M3 the breakpoint between the negatively sloping and flat regions are 3, 5 and 40 kHz, respectively. The lowest noise level in all 3 measurement occurs at frequencies higher than the breakpoints and is around 28 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz. We can deduce that there are at least two components or sources comprising the acoustic noise in the PSD results in Fig. 3 (a) . There is a ''system noise'' due the measurement system and having a PSD matching the noise floor of the system (approximately the same as the transducer noise floor in Fig. 3 ). The second source is the ''external noise'' from the external environment to the pipeline spanning from 10 Hz to the flat region. Its characteristics depend solely on the external noise levels. This is corroborated by the value of the peak in the PSD being directly related to the level of the external noise. Further evidence of these sources are found when analyzing the PDF resulting from these experiments, which will be shown in section IV. These two sources are also present in experiments M4-M12.
For M4-6 in Fig. 3 (b) all three PSD have a negatively sloping like structure and are significantly different from experiments M1-M3. In all results the maximum PSD is approximately 125 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz (at least 40 dB higher than the maximum in M1-M3). Similar to M1-M3, all results have two distinct regions. A flat region at high frequencies and a negatively sloping region at low frequencies. The breakpoint between the two regions is 1500, 2000 and 3000 Hz for M4-6 respectively. In the negatively sloping region, the slope of the PSD extending from 10 Hz to the flat region can be split into two further regions. The first region has a slope of around 20 dB/decade. For frequencies in the next region the slope is greater than 40 dB/decade. The lowest noise level in all examples is again in the high frequency region and is around 40 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz. The differences between the PSD with and without flow are significant. The first key difference is that with flow, the 10-100 Hz region dominates the PSD. This is due to the noise from turbulence caused by the water flow in the pipes and has been documented previously [21] . Secondly, for frequencies less than around 100 Hz the PSD has a slope of approximately −5/3 (−16.7 dB/decade) as predicted by Kolmogorov's third hypothesis [33] . For frequencies greater than approximately 100 Hz the slope increases further and could be regarded as being part of the dissipation region [21] . The slopes appear to be independent of the flow conditions.
The results of these experiments also suggest that there is an additional third source of noise consisting of ''water flow noise'' from 10 Hz to approximately 100 Hz which should be included with the other two noise sources (system noise and external noise) in M1-M3 scenarios. This ''water flow noise'' has been documented previously [21] and depends only on the water flow rate. These noise sources are discussed again in the results for the PDF in section IV.
For M7-12 in Fig. 3 (c) all 6 PSD have a negatively sloping like structure and have some similarities to M4-M6. The PSD again reaches its peak at frequencies less than 100 Hz and that peak is much higher than for the no flow condition (M1-M3) and around 10 dB higher than for the experiments with constant flow in M4-M6. For M7-M12 the maximum is around 140 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz at 10 Hz. Beyond 100 Hz, variations occur in the different PSD but all remain negatively sloping until beyond 10 kHz. Some significant similarities are found between the flow measurements M4-6 and M7-12. For frequencies less than approximately 100 Hz the PSD is again dominated by the flow turbulence. The slope in this region is again approximately −5/3 (−16.7 dB/decade) arising from the Kolmogorov hypothesis [33] . The peak power is around 10 dB higher in the urban water supply system than the laboratory testbed. This is because the flow in the urban water supply system is higher than that in the laboratory.
Measurement results in Fig. 3 (c) align with our observation regarding the three possible noise sources. These sources are system noise which is always present, external environmental noise and water flow noise. Some of the PSD are not flat after 20 kHz and have significant power levels. The audible noise from the external environment and turbulence due to flow cannot significantly affect the spectrum at these high frequencies. This implies the possibility of other noise sources which we have not deduced from the acquired experimental data.
As presented in Fig. 3 these lines also help highlight key features in the PSD. For experiments M4-M12 the slope of the line below around 100 Hz is around −20 dB per decade and approximately follows Kolmogorov's third hypothesis which predicts a slope of −16.7 dB/decade in this region. This phenomena is due to the acoustic noise resulting from turbulence [21] and is the reason why the peak like line structure in experiments M1-M3 is transformed to the negative sloping line structure in experiments M4-M12. In experiments M7-M12 the line structure is more complicated than in experiments M4-M6. It is uncertain why this occurs but it may be due to external environmental acoustic noise or some other internal acoustic noise sources in the urban water supply system.
To further compare the features of observed noise PSD we have added for reference the ''Wenz curves'' (lower and upper limits) for ocean acoustic noise in Fig. 3 . It is seen from the lowest pipeline PSD in each sub-figure that the noise power spectrum level is largely higher than the lower Wenz limit [14] . At 100 Hz it is at least 20 dB higher for example. The highest PSD in Figs. 3 (b) and (c) are also nearly 40 dB higher than that of the upper Wenz limit when the frequency is less than 100 Hz. This is a result of the direct proximity to the turbulence in the pipelines and hence the maximum power spectrum level can be greater than the ocean case.
Our results can also be interpreted as supporting a hypothesis that there are at least three sources of acoustic noise in the pipelines. These three identified sources are summarized as 1) A system noise with steady noise power that exists at high frequencies and across the entire frequency band. 2) An external environmental noise concentrated at audio frequencies and is restricted to 100 Hz-20 kHz. 3) Water flow noise which is predominately <1000 Hz.
IV. AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
The amplitude PDF of the noise is another important characteristic which can reveal information about the source of the noise and its properties. In this work the acoustic noise measurements x(n) are considered to be samples of a random variable X and the corresponding amplitude PDF is written as f (x). In this section estimated amplitude PDF for experiments M1-12 are provided. For all results it is found that the noise is zero mean with its mean value deviating from zero by less than 0.001 σ (defined as the standard deviation of the noise data). The corresponding noise power is then taken as an estimate of PDF variance or the square of standard deviation.
A. AMPLITUDE PDF OF INDOOR PIPELINE TESTBED
The amplitude PDF for M1 is shown in Fig. 4 (a) . Results for M2-M3 follow a similar form and are therefore not shown. The PDF are not Gaussian distributed as can be observed. The distribution is heavy tailed compared to that of the reference Gaussian distribution. The shape and heaviness of the tails in the amplitude distribution are found to depend on the noise conditions. The heaviness of the tails is much higher in M3 which was performed under noise level III conditions compared to M1 with level I.
From observations in the laboratory the source of the heavy tail region is impulsive noise which arises from human or machine related activity such as walking, door openings and closings, hammering, and people talking near the experimental setup. With noise conditions level I, these events occur less frequently reducing the tails. This also supports the hypothesis that external environmental noise is one of the sources of acoustic noise in pipelines.
The amplitude PDF for M4 (measured in laboratory testbed with flow) is shown in Fig. 4 The most significant difference between the results of measurement without flow and with constant flow is that the shape of the PDF closely follows a Gaussian distribution. The reason for this is that noise due to flow turbulence is Gaussian distributed and dominates the overall PDF characteristics [37] . The reason for this dominance is that the impulsive noise from the external sources is masked by the strong signals generated by the turbulent water flow. The amplitude of noise in the pipeline with flow was up to 20 dB larger than the external noise. Therefore it is concluded that for water pipelines in the laboratory with steady flow the PDF is Gaussian distributed based on our observations and measurements. This also supports the hypothesis that water flow noise is one of the sources of acoustic noise in pipelines.
B. AMPLITUDE PDF OF URBAN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
The amplitude PDF for M7-M12 (measured in water supply network) are provided in this section. In Fig. 5 One reason for the PDF differences between M4-M6 and M7-M12 where water flow is also present is the method by which the water flow is generated. The flow in the testbed is generated by an electric pump which generates a steady water flow rate. There are no outlets/connections from the testbed which supplies water outside the system and hence, the flow rate is constant in the pipe system. For the urban water supply system, it supplies water to nearby residential and academic buildings. Whenever, any of the valves, taps or electric pumps connected to the system are used, the flow and pressure inside the system will change abruptly (over periods of at least 100 ms) and these create strong low frequency impulses, as shown in Fig. 6 . The response of pipeline systems to valve closure has been investigated previously [24] , [25] , [30] , [32] . In that research, manual and electronic valve closures were used to generate transient pulses in the pipeline system in both the field and laboratory. The time duration of the pressure impulses was between several milliseconds to seconds (depending on the pipeline diameter and valve closure speed) with frequency components lower than 100 Hz. This is consistent with the characteristics of the transient impulses observed in our field measurements. The multitude of these changes are postulated as the reason for the heavy tailed nature of the PDF in M7-M12.
C. NOISE AMPLITUDE PDF CHARACTERIZATION
Section IV-A and IV-B presented observed noise amplitude PDF of 12 experiments. With these observations, key features of the noise PDF are characterized using existing distributions for random variables. M1-M3 and M7-M12 do not exhibit PDF which are Gaussian distributions due to the heavy tailed characteristics, while M4-M6 exhibit PDF that closely follow Gaussian distributions. Even though there are many commonly used heavy tailed distributions such as Cauchy, α-stable, t-distribution and generalized Gaussian density, α-stable is used in this work [38] . When an α-stable process is input to a linear system, the output remains α-stable and it includes important distributions such as Gaussian, Cauchy, and Levy distributions as limiting forms. A difficulty in using the α-stable distribution is that there is no closed form expression for its PDF; only for its characteristic function. The α-stable distribution is characterized by 4 parameters, shape parameter α (characterizes the tail heaviness), symmetry parameter β (set to zero here since symmetric distributions are considered), scale parameter γ , and location parameter δ (which is also set to zero). The PDF of the α-stable distribution is written as S(α, β, γ , δ; k) and follows that used by Nolan [38] (k in this notation refers to the parameterization used [38] and is set to k = 0 in this work). Therefore, for the parameter settings required here the α-stable distribution is written as S(α, 0, γ , 0; 0) and this form is used in the remainder of this work. For the particular configuration of α = 2 (Gaussian distribution with N (0, σ 2 )) variance (or noise power) and dispersion can be related through σ 2 = 2γ 2 . For 1.5 < α < 2 we also find this relation to be a useful approximation for relating noise power to γ and it is also used in the remainder of this work.
To determine an estimate of α, a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method was used to obtain a best fit α-stable distribution to the measurement data. The numerical implementation of MLE for α-stable distribution is provided by Nolan [38] . Fig. 7 provides the PDF of M1-M3 and M7-M12 along with the MLE α-stable model. Note that since only the shape parameter α is focused on, all PDF are normalized by the variance of the individual noise data for convenience of comparison. For M1-M3 (no flow), the heaviness of the tail or value of α depends on the external noise conditions. Fig. 7 (a) shows that the value of α for experiments without flow decreases as external noise increases from level I-III. For measurement with flow ( Fig. 7 (b) ), the value of α is smaller for M7, M8 compared to M9, M10. This implies that the probability of impulsive noise is higher in hydrants 1 and 2 compared to hydrants 4 and 5. Note that α is 2 (namely Gaussian) for M4-M6 with constant flow rate in the testbed.
To further identify the presence of different noise sources, the PDF with varying high pass filter cutoff are also reported. Results of M2 and M9 are presented as a function of cutoff frequency (5th order Chebyshev filter) in Fig. 8 . For M2 there is a clear change in α above 1 kHz which is a breakpoint for this experiment. For M9 the change is less clear and there is a slow change to higher α after 10 kHz.
These results are further evidence that there are two sources of noise for M1-M3. The first is system noise which is Gaussian distributed and is across all frequency bands as discussed in section III. The second is the external environmental noise which is concentrated from approximately 100 Hz to a few kHz in these measurements. In essence, the source of the heavy tailed noise is in the low frequency spectral content VOLUME 7, 2019 and is the external environmental noise while the source of Gaussian noise is dominant in the high frequency region.
V. WATER PIPELINE ACOUSTIC NOISE MODEL
The measurement results and analysis in the previous sections have revealed characteristics about the acoustic noise in various water pipelines. While this is useful in itself it is also important to try and use the results to develop a simulation model for the acoustic noise. This will allow signal processing and communication systems to be simulated in realistic water pipeline settings.
One of the interesting findings of the measurements in the previous sections was that acoustic noise in pipelines often has a PDF that is α-stable distributed. We also identified and proposed three sources of noise as follows:
) that exists in all pipelines. Its source is the thermal and electrical noise from the hydrophone circuitry, quantization and DAQ devices. The variance σ 2 s can be found from the background system noise power. Its PSD shape S s (f ) can be found from the noise curves of the transducer and system used in the experiments. In our system that shape closely follows the transducer noise floor curve present in Fig. 3 . The random variable characterizing the background system noise is denoted X s .
2) An external α-stable distributed acoustic noise f e (x) = S(α e , 0, γ e , 0; 0) generated by sounds from the external environment that provide short impulses and are typically restricted to the 100 Hz-20 kHz frequency. The parameter α e can be found from Fig. 7 (a) and the parameter γ e from the standard deviation listed in the caption to Fig. 4 . Its PSD S e (f ) should follow the piecewise linear curves in Fig. 3 (a) . The random variable characterizing the external acoustic noise is denoted X e . 3) An acoustic noise generated by the water flow in the pipeline. Its PDF, f w (x) = S(α w , 0, γ w , 0; 0) depends on the type of water flow. If the water flow is steady (such as in experiments M4-6) then its PDF is Gaussian distributed (α w = 2). Its corresponding PSD, S w (f ) is shown in Fig. 3 (b) and is predominately restricted to < 1000 Hz. Its variance or standard deviation depends on the water flow rate and is listed in the caption to Fig. 3 (c) and its level depends on the average water flow rate. The source of the acoustic noise is most likely from the impulsive water flow resulting from random human demand for water. The random variable characterizing the acoustic water flow noise is denoted X w . An acoustic noise system model to capture these sources of noise is shown in Fig. 9 . Each of the three noise sources are shown with their corresponding PDF and PSD shaping. Under the added noise assumption, each of these noise sources can be simulated separately and added together. The overall model for the acoustic noise random variable X can then be written as
The simulation of white Gaussian noise is straightforward and is widely used for various communication channels. Its PSD can also be shaped by straightforward linear filtering to form the system noise and also the steady flow turbulence noise in experiments M4-6. PSD characteristics can be included by utilizing our piecewise linear pipeline noise PSD curves as shown in Fig. 3 .
There are also well known methods for simulating white α-stable noise to model the external environmental noise and the transient flow turbulence noise [38] . The characteristic parameter α can be found from Fig. 7 . α-stable noise can also be straightforwardly linear filtered to shape its PSD. Linear filtering does not change the shape parameter of α-stable noise [39] . Therefore, a white α-stable noise can be spectrally shaped into the desired colored PSD. The PSD characteristics can be included by utilizing our piecewise linear pipeline noise PSD curves as shown in Fig. 3 .
The proposed noise model shown in Fig. 9 can be utilized in all the water pipelines we have investigated in our experiments. Furthermore the noise power level and frequency breakpoints can also be adjusted to extend the model to other environments once their PSD are known. It is also important to note that this simulation scheme only considers the characteristics of the identified noise sources. Further investigations are required for identifying other possible noise sources.
A key implication of the model is that in pipeline configurations utilized in experiments M1-3 and M7-12 significant α-stable noise was present. This implies that the conventional signal processing methods based on the Gaussian noise assumption will no longer be optimum in the water pipeline environment. Therefore signal processing and communication systems will need to be developed that take into consideration the α-stable noise. A body of literature already exists [39] , [40] on system design for α-stable noise but further research is required in specific applications such as signal processing methods for leak and blockage detection.
VI. DISCUSSION
Stationarity of the acoustic noise in water pipelines is not a focus of this work. However limited results and discussions may be helpful for future reference.
The temporal variation of PSD has been examined for its second moment, variance (noise power since the noise is zero mean). Temporal variation of variance can be estimated by finding the variance over short time windows to obtain variance as a function of time. The window length needs to be sufficiently large to include enough independent noise samples to be statistically representative while not being too large in order to avoid long-term temporal variations. In this study, we have found empirically that a window length of 5 minutes to be appropriate and includes 150,000,000 samples which are used in the estimate of the variance. With this sample size, we can estimate events with an error probability 10 −6 . With this window length, temporal variation in variance is less than 10 % around its mean value over 30 minute windows.
Significant differences between day and night measurements in the same location (variance is changed by 20%) imply the noise is not long-term stationary. However, our measurement results are not comprehensive enough to provide solid conclusions about the long-term stationarity characteristics because external noise conditions around our test-bed and water supply network change significantly across a 24 hour period. Further investigation is required by acquiring data over continuous periods of at least 7 days. Moreover, because the measurement can only be carried out one hydrant at a time currently, noise spatial correlation cannot be analyzed with our experimental setup. Multiple noise measurement systems would be required that are synchronized together.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, experimental observations of acoustic noise characteristics in water supply pipelines are reported. A simulation model for the acoustic noise has also been proposed. In particular, acoustic noise was measured in a 160 m HDPE pipeline laboratory testbed and an urban water supply system. 12 experiments were reported based on these two pipeline systems which include the impact of flow rate and environment noise level. Some of the statistical characteristics of the acoustic noise that have been revealed from the analyzed results are: 1) When there is no water flow, PSD has a structure with a peak of around 100 Hz whose strength depends on the external acoustic noise. In all situations the noise at beyond 20 kHz is typically around 28 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz power level. The PDF is not Gaussian distributed but α-stable in nature with an α varying from 1.7-1.95 that depends on the noise conditions. 2) For pipelines with a constant flow, the PDF follows a Gaussian distribution and the PSD has a negative sloping structure with a peak of around 120 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz at 10 Hz and falling to less than 40 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz beyond 10 kHz. 3) For water pipelines with flow in an urban water supply system, the PSD characteristics are similar to those with constant flow. However one significant difference is the PDF is α-stable in nature with an α from 1.6 to 1.95. 4) Three kinds of noise sources, including a Gaussian background system noise, an α-stable distributed external noise and a Gaussian/α-stable distributed noise from water flow have been identified from the observations.
Knowledge of these acoustic noise characteristics can ultimately lead to acoustic systems that are better optimized for detecting defects in pipelines. For example if acoustic frequencies below a few kHz are to be utilized then methods for handling α-stable noise will need to be included. Furthermore, knowledge of the noise PSD in the pipelines can also be utilized for determining the receiver sensitivity and optimum filters for the frequencies of interest.
APPENDIX: PIPELINE NOISE PSD MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The detailed results for the measurements of the PSD from experiments M1-M12 are provided in this appendix
A. PSD OF INDOOR PIPELINE TESTBED
The PSD for M1-M6 are shown in Fig. 10 and they correspond to measurement of the acoustic noise in the indoor pipeline testbed with different environmental noise levels and flow rates. Hz. The spikes in the PSD at frequencies higher than f b p are due to the pulse width modulation used for motor speed control and the inverter inside the pump and also vary with the rotor speed [41] , [42] .
The frequency breakpoints are also used to find best fit piecewise linear line PSDs. This is achieved by using the frequency points listed in Table 2 as the x-axis position for the piecewise linear line vertices's and with 10 Hz and 100 kHz as endpoints. With the x-axis positions (frequency) fixed, best fit piecewise lines were then found by minimizing the objective function where D represents the measured PSD data and F p is the best fit piecewise linear line.
B. PSD OF URBAN WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
The PSD for M7-M12 are shown in Fig. 11 and these correspond to the measurement of acoustic noise at different fire hydrants and times in the urban water supply system in the city of Christchurch, New Zealand. The main differences between the laboratory and field noise measurement lie in the higher water flow and its transient nature due to valve/tap operations and pump stations. All 6 PSD have a negatively sloping like structure. The highest PSD levels occur at 10 Hz (f max p ) with a peak of 140 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz, and are 10 dB higher than those in M4-M6. f b p is again used to denote the breakpoint between the flat region at high frequencies and the negatively sloping region at lower frequencies. It varies between hydrants and the specific values are listed in Table 3 . The frequency region below f b p is further characterized by two breakpoints f d p and f a p with different slopes. The region below f d p has a slope of around 20 dB/decade. The region around f a p also varies significantly with the hydrant location and this may be contributed by the environmental acoustic noise or internal noise from the urban water supply system. The average power around f a p is around 4 to 5 dB less for night measurements (M11 and M12) than day time measurements. The lowest noise level (around 24 dB re 1µPa/ √ Hz) in all PSD is again in the high frequency region. The best fit piecewise linear line PSDs are estimated using (3) and the characteristic frequencies are listed in Table. 3.
To investigate the external environmental noise for the urban water supply system, external noise was also acquired using an external microphone near the hydrants. The microphone acquired noise samples in synchronization with the hydrophone. Fig. 12 compares the measured PSD between the hydrophone and microphone at hydrant 3 during M9 within the frequency range 20 Hz-10 kHz. The receive voltage sensitivity (RVS) of the hydrophone used is −164 dB re 1V/µPa and the RVS of the microphone used is −40 dB re 1V/Pa. It can be seen that below f a p (around 500 Hz), the shape of the microphone PSD is significantly different to the hydrophone PSD. This suggests that noise below f a p is dominated by flow turbulence. In Fig. 12 , the structure/slope of the PSD from 500 Hz to 10 kHz is similar to the microphone PSD which implies that within this range of frequencies the external noise rather than flow turbulence may be dominating. This difference in external environmental noise sources might be one of the factors causing the differences in the PSD shape between M4-M6 and M7-M12 from f a p (around 500 Hz) to 20 kHz.
